The Tedescos’

Final Georgia Edition??? Could be...

All the news that fits the page!

Semper...Running!
After last year’s triumph over
pain and common sense,
Lianne has continued her
maniacal pursuit of
marathoning. She ran the
ING Marathon in Atlanta this
spring and the Marine Corps
Marathon in DC in October.
VJ (aka Marathon
Support Man) likens his
situation to living with
an addict but Lianne
seems quite pleased
with herself as she
scampers towards the
next adventure.
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Hail to the Lion(ess)!

HAIL! Alma Mater, with your white and blue.
PENN! STATE! forever, molder of men (and women),
FIGHT! for her honor — FIGHT! — and victory again.
Thanks to her hard work in high school, Rachel recently
accepted admission to Penn State’s University Park
Campus next Fall. This pleases her parents to no end
and proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that 9 months of
being bounced on her
McIntosh High School ’10
head and 17 years of
Penn State ’14
brainwashing had the
intended effects.
Otherwise, her
Highness, the
Princess of
Tedescovia, continues
to live a life of
happiness, comfort
Communists & Terrorists Sigh in Relief
and good fortune. She
Your editor has accepted his fate and resolved to
had a particularly
trade his “little boy job” for the serious work of
enjoyable
summer
with
an
excursion
to see family on the
corporate capitalism. VJ has severed his ties with the
“Left
Coast,”
a
trip
to
New
York,
and
a week at “Swine
“operational Army” and has indentured himself
Beach” in Destin, Florida. Sadly, she has recently come
temporarily as an oarsman on the Mothership. After
down with a case of “Senioritis” that will make Spring
three very interesting but exhausting years as a
seem longer than it really is. Rachel’s parents are
planner at Forces Command, he will
considering adopting the French Republican
join the Army staff in the Pentagon
If you don’t understand the
next summer. The details are still
pill reference Google it or Calendar to extend our dwindling opportunities to
serve her majesty.
unresolved, but VJ hopes to finally
watch “The Matrix”

VJ Swallows the “Blue Pill!”

Labor & Management in Bed?

learn a marketable skill by laboring
in G8 - the Army’s link to the “Military Industrial
Twix and Heather have staged a year long sit down
Complex.” The logistics of the move are complicated by
strike and slowed the production of their
the housing market, career concerns, etc., but God
trademarked “Litter Critters” in response to what
willing the Tedesco Family (Empty Nest
their spokeswoman describes as inadequate
Edition) will reside under a common
compensation and declining benefits on the job.
roof in Northern Va. by this time
Family officials insist they continue to offer
next year. Meanwhile Lianne
a competitive
is hiding the cutlery and
wage and
dreaming of a happy and
benefits
lucrative future as a
package but
Capitalist’s wife. For his
have been
part, VJ is learning to count
forced to trim
Super Bowl Night
and trying to understand how
incentives in
grown men dress.
light of the global
recession.
For their part, the cats insist that
Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays!
they are starving and they BOTH deserve a
As you celebrate this year, we ask you again to take time
to remember our wounded and those who have made the ultimate sacrifice for minimum of two full packets of Friskies Seared
your freedom. May 2010 bring victory, peace, happiness, and togetherness to
Fillets per day. Negotiations to resolve the impasse
you and your loved ones. Remember that "we sleep safely in our beds
continue and analysts predict that senior female
because rough men stand ready in the night to visit violence on those
management will ultimately give in to the cats’
who would do us harm."
demands. Big surprise!

